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Conversion from Send

Radley recover a significant number 
of lost sales every day, with a 

fantastic conversion from send of 
over 7%.  

Results

7.9%

About

Radley is famous the world over for it’s luxurious range of 
designer handbags. Born out of London originally, it has a 
strong online presence with it's global website shipping to 47 
countries. 

SaleCycle, the market leader in its field, helps its clients to 
recover lost sales by contacting people in real-time when they 
abandon their shopping-cart online.  

“At Radley we recognise the 
importance of ‘good-timing’ – 

especially when communicating with 
our customers. Working with 

SaleCycle our customers receive a 
beautifully designed email, with 
content and products relevant to 

them, 30 minutes after they 
abandon a basket on our website.  

Our customers respond fantastically 
with a conversion from send of over 
7% making the programme one of 
our highest performing marketing 

tactics.”

Rowan Luckie
Head of Ecommerce, 

Radley

Background Story

Shopping cart abandonment is one of the biggest challenges 
facing all global fashion brands, with average abandonment 
rates of 74%.

Identifying this problem, Radley introduced the SaleCycle cart 
recovery technology with the target of re-engaging with 
customers who fell at the final stage of the buying process.    

Good Timing

Radley used the SaleCycle split-testing tool to experiment with 
a variety of times before finding that 30 minutes after 
abandonment was the optimum performing time for its 
customers.  

The importance to communicating quickly with these hottest 
of prospects, before they potentially purchase elsewhere, 
cannot be underestimated

The SaleCycle Solution

The SaleCycle code was implemented on Radley’s website, 
powered by Magento, enabling abandonments to be captured 
as they happen in real-time.  
 
Radley’s creative, sent through its ESP Silverpop, incorporates 
some nice customer service lead copy to introduce the email 
with full product details and a clear call to action to ‘buy now’ 
straight from the email.  
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